Abstract-Many studies were done on design algorithms to completely cover an area. We can call the issue as a complete coverage problem. Although there were many researches about proposing a partial coverage issue; almost all of the studies only focus on lengthening the lifespan of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) but ignore the truth that a wireless sensor network will inevitably lose its coverage because of exhausted energy during the operating time. Lifespan refers to wireless sensor network offering its service to meet the required coverage ratio. In this work, we propose a topology control algorithm for cluster-based wireless sensor networks to keep predefined Quality of Service (QoS) of coverage as long as the sensor nodes can stand. The algorithm forms a multi-hop cluster network with a required connectivity by using a novel cluster head competition scheme and proper transmission of power settings. It can organize sensor nodes into clusters actively to achieve required coverage ratio as long as possible. The algorithm is suitable for practical applications of large-scale or high-density wireless sensor networks due to its distributed processing and scalable cluster topology.
INTRODUCTION
Researches in wireless communications have led to the development of wireless sensor networks, which have shown their suitability to various kinds of applications [1] . Wireless sensor networks are composed of low-power, low-cost, small-sized and multifunctional sensor nodes. Each sensor node is capable of communication, data collection, and processing. The sensor nodes collaborate among each other to establish a sensor network for collecting critical information from the surrounding environment. These nodes are densely deployed either inside or very closed to the phenomenon that is being monitored, every node has the ability to sense, process and transmit data to a base station (BS). Due to the limitations of energy and cost of sensor nodes, it is crucial to minimize the energy consumption to prolong network lifespan [2] . Researches in wireless communications have led to the development of wireless sensor networks, which have shown their suitability to various kinds of applications [1] . Wireless sensor networks are composed of low-power, low-cost, smallsized and multifunctional sensor nodes. Each sensor node is capable of communication, data collection, and processing. The sensor nodes collaborate among each other to establish a sensor network for collecting critical information from the surrounding environment. These nodes are densely deployed either inside or very closed to the phenomenon that is being monitored, every node has the ability to sense, process and transmit data to a base station (BS). Due to the limitations of energy and cost of sensor nodes, it is crucial to minimize the energy consumption to prolong network lifespan [2] .
Many studies were conducted on design algorithms to completely cover an area, such as [3] and [4] , etc. We can call the issue as "complete coverage" problem. Most of the coverage-related works concern how to prolong network lifespan through different techniques. As a wireless sensor network consists of a large number of randomly distributed nodes, one of the most challenging issues is to detect events and send the corresponding data to a BS node successfully, to guarantee the required coverage and connectivity within the entire wireless sensor network's life cycle. The coverage rate reflects how well a sensor network is monitored or tracked by sensors. Besides the main viewpoint of the coverage issue which is to increase coverage rate of a wireless sensor network to achieve a most sensitive wireless sensor network, there is another viewpoint about coverage that is being proposed by recent studies: Can we limit the power consumption by guaranteeing an ideal coverage with less sensor nodes? One of the techniques which recently attract researchers' attention is to reduce the coverage quality to trade for network lifespan. For example, mudflows monitoring applications may only require part of the area to be covered in sunny days. Thus, to extend network lifespan, we can lower the coverage quality if it is acceptable. The problem of covering only a portion of an area is referred to as the "partial coverage" problem. The partial coverage problem is also referred to as -coverage problem of which the objective is to cover only -portion of the area.
Although there are many researches about partial coverage issue that have been proposed; almost all of the studies only focus on lengthening the lifespan of wireless sensor networks but ignore the truth that a wireless sensor network will inevitably lose its coverage because of exhausted energy during the operating period. Lifespan refers to wireless sensor network being able to offer its service to meet the required coverage ratio. The truth leads the researches to develop some methods that overuse the energy of sensor nodes to achieve higher coverage ratio or to gain a longer lifespan by sacrificing the potential of graceful coverage degradation for future recovery. A realistic design for a wireless sensor network should consider the condition that a wireless sensor network need to keep working even though the desired coverage cannot be achieved until users can deploy new sensor nodes or recharge old nodes to recover its ideal coverage. A good design of wireless sensor networks, especially for partial coverage applications, should not only prolong the lifespan of a wireless sensor network, but also keep the wireless sensor network to offer an acceptable coverage ratio as long as possible.
In this work, we propose a topology control algorithm named as Keeping Desired Partial Coverage rate (KDPC) for cluster-based wireless sensor networks to keep predefined Quality of Service (QoS) of coverage as long as the sensor nodes can stand. There are several novel features that have been exploited: First, instead of using location information, KDPC forms a multi-hop cluster network with a required connectivity by using a novel cluster head competition scheme and proper transmission of power settings. Second, less redundant nodes are activated than the existing algorithms since the number of sensor nodes used to achieve the required coverage ratio will be determined and limited by the algorithm dynamically. Third, the algorithm can organize sensor nodes into clusters actively to achieve the required coverage ratio as long as possible. Finally, KDPC is suitable for practical applications of large-scale or highdensity wireless sensor networks due to its distributed processing and scalable cluster topology. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is a brief introduction about the issues of partial coverage problems. The related definitions about coverage estimation used in the paper are defined first as the basis of this research in Section 3. The idea and detail algorithm of KDPC is then introduced in the Section. By comparing the simulation results for KDPC with another similar algorithm, the goal of keeping QoS can be proved by the simulation described in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 is a conclusion of this study.
II. RELATED WORKS
The problem of partial coverage was recently analyzed in relevant literatures. For earlier studies, the work in [5] shows the upper bound of the network lifespan when only -portion of the whole area is covered. It shows that the network lifespan may increase up to 15 percent for 99 percent coverage and 25 percent for 95 percent coverage. In [6] , percentage coverage instead of complete coverage is selected as the design goal, and a location-based Percentage Coverage Configuration Protocol (PCCP) is developed to assure that the proportion of the area after configuration to the original area is no less than the desired percentage. Liu and Liang [7] presented a centralized algorithm which takes both coverage and connectivity into account. Their work is the first one to analyze partial coverage properties in order to prolong network lifespan. Initially, active sensors are randomly selected. Nodes on a chosen candidate path with the maximum gain are chosen in iterations.
For the -coverage problem, to evaluate how uniformly the subregions are covered, the work in [8] uses sensing void distance (SVD) which is the distance from an uncovered point to the nearest covered point. The study claimed that their CDS-based distributed algorithm. The algorithm can provide a constant bounded SVD. However, coverage redundancy is high to guarantee a bounded SVD. The coverage redundancy is the price paid for a bounded coverage ratio. For transforming an existing complete coverage algorithm to a partial coverage one with any coverage ratio, a study proposed by Li, etc. [9] proposed a method by running a complete coverage algorithm to find full coverage sets with virtual radii and converting the coverage sets to partial coverage sets via adjusting sensing radii.
There are also many studies that focus on the wireless sensor network design for a dedicated application [10] [11] by means of the issue of coverage. Although these researches restrict the property of the design by a dedicated application property, the studies can be provided as the proofs that the idea of coverage is very important for realistic applications.
Many algorithms were proposed to guarantee coverage and connectivity while a network forms in its initial stage [12] [13] [14] . These existing algorithms activate part of the nodes based on their locations and coverage requirements. Then, they establish the routes from the activated nodes to the BS and activate some extra nodes to guarantee the required connectivity if needed. However, location functionality is usually not available in sensor nodes due to the concern of cost, size, and battery-life of the nodes. Therefore, the location information based algorithms are not suitable for many practical applications.
Based on the characteristics of wireless sensor networks, Al-Karaki and Kamal categorized routing protocols into flat routing protocol, location-based routing protocol and hierarchical routing protocol [15] . Flat routing protocol [16] is a data-centric routing protocol. Initially, the base station (BS) broadcasts query packets; once the query packets reach a sensor node, the sensor nodes return data to the BS if the data is available. The advantage of a flat routing protocol is that each sensor node does not need to store much route information; the disadvantage is that if the required data is returned by several sensor nodes simultaneously, it may cause network congestion or a broadcast storm. Consequently, it is not applicable to large-scale networks. In the location-based routing protocol [17] , each sensor node is equipped with a Global Positioning System (GPS) to distinguish its own geographical position from others and figure out the best transmission path for itself. The location-based routing protocol reduces transmitting unnecessary packets (compared to the broadcast type) and is best for network topology that changes frequently.
However, the cost is much higher than other protocols, too. In the hierarchical routing protocol [18] [19] , the geographical region of the internet is divided into several clusters, where each cluster selects a cluster head (CH) responsible for collecting the data from cluster members and transferring data to the BS via hierarchical routing. Utilizing clusters in hierarchical routing protocol has its advantages because it allows less power consumption in each node and the CH is capable of processing data aggregation. However, it imposes a larger load on the CH, as a CH must manage not only data collection but also data relay.
Most existing coverage and connectivity algorithms work to form tree networks when sensor nodes do not have location information of themselves. However, a tree topology network does not perform well in terms of energy efficiency and scalability if compared with a cluster network. A novel topology control algorithm called Adaptive Random Clustering (ARC) [20] is proposed to form a cluster network with required coverage and connectivity without location information. There are several novel features been exploited: First, instead of using location information, ARC forms a multi-hop cluster network with a required connectivity by using a novel cluster head competition scheme and proper transmission of power settings. Second, required coverage is achieved by cluster heads and activated nodes, and thus less redundant nodes are activated than the existing algorithms which employ a coverage-first and connectivity-second activation procedure. Third, the lifespan of a wireless sensor network is prolonged through balancing energy consumption by updating cluster heads periodically, reducing redundancy of activated nodes by adaptively adjusting activation threshold, and reducing energy consumption by collision avoidance mechanism. Finally, ARC is suitable for practical applications of large-scale or high-density wireless sensor networks due to its distributed processing, scalable cluster topology, and easy management. It uses a very limited number of transmission channels to support a large number of clusters.
III. PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS
We dedicate this section to introduce some concepts and definitions that are adopted to be the basis of this research. For evaluating the coverage and connectivity of a wireless sensor network, the coverage intensity C is considered as below: if active nodes are independently and uniformly distributed in a deployment region, and each node can connect to the BS through a certain route, then network coverage ratio can be calculated from the number of active nodes n, the sensing area S, and the sensing radius R s as shown in following equation:
In the equation, q is the probability that a point in the deployment region is covered by a single active node, and (1 − q) n is the probability that the point is not covered by any active nodes. The other is the probability of connectedness that gives the probability that for every active node in the network there is at least one route to the BS.
For the cluster-based wireless sensor networks, when a wireless sensor network periodically resets the network in order to reconstruct clusters for balancing energy consumption of nodes, each round of operation will organize a new structure of clusters at first. Because the CHN (Cluster Head Node) should be determined in a local range to organize a cluster and collect all sensed data for inter-cluster transmission. A CHN should be the nodes with relatively more residual energy. All deployed nodes will compete for being CHNs in CSMA/CA protocol. At first, a node has to wait a period of backoff time. If no broadcast packets are received from the other CHNs, it will declare itself as a CHN by broadcasting to its one-hop neighboring nodes.
Traditional cluster based protocols usually assume that CHNs could communicate with the BS directly. However, single-hop mode is not suitable for large-scale sensor networks due to packet collisions and high energy consumption. In our design, multi-hop routes among CHNs are established based on the minimum hop count and the band of each cluster for intra-cluster communication is determined so that the bands of any neighboring clusters are different from each other. Based on the considerations described above, we summarize two conditions that should be considered for the determination of backoff time: First, the power of an executed node will be consumed no matter whether the node is a CHN or not. Although a CHN will consume more energy, a node that acts as a normal sensor node, say NCHN (Non-Cluster Head Node), many times should exhaust its energy, too. Second, two nodes may consume different power in the same round even though they both act as CHN. Different CHNs may consume different energy in the same round since the different amounts of up-stream packets are passed through the nodes. Based on the considerations, the equation to calculate the backoff time for Node i can be expressed as (2) , and the symbols appearing in the equation are defined below:
R execute_i : The number of rounds that the node i has ever been activated, whether it is acting as a CN or a NCHN.
R Current : The total number of rounds that has been executed.
N pass_through(i, k) : When node i acted as a CHN in the kth round, the number means the total number of CHNs that transmit packets through node i in the round; otherwise, the number is zero.
N Cluster(k) : The number of NCHNs required for a cluster in k th round.
There are three terms to make up the backoff time. The first term is weighed by the times that the node has been activated in the past rounds. The second term is weighed by the average amount of data that has been transmitted through the node. The third term is a random value introduced as an enhancement to the existing CSMA/CA algorithm. The term can guarantee that each node has different random value and then different backoff times. This keeps the nodes close to each other from sending CHN packets at the same time, and avoids the collisions. T1, T2, and T3 are weights of these terms, respectively. Based on the equation, the differences among nodes will be more precisely determined by the status of actual energy consumption.
To achieve the required coverage ratio, each CHN will organize several sensor nodes as the members of the cluster controlled by the CHN. It is a critical part for an algorithm to determine the number of members included in a cluster. To the best of our knowledge, most proposed algorithms for the determination are centralized ones. It means that the most popular method is to complete the determination by the BS. BS must figure out the number of CHNs by receiving the message reported from CHNs, then broadcast the number of members in each cluster by calculating the expected number of sensor nodes for the expected coverage ratio. Although there are a few distributed algorithms such as proposed in [8] , those algorithms work in a distributed manner but not in a parallel fashion, i.e., each sensor has to wait for the value of coverage ratio to be calculated by its neighbors to decide whether to be active or to sleep. So, the time complexity may be very high. In the worst case, the time complexity of a non-parallel algorithm may be of the order of the network size.
The number of members deployed in a cluster is usually redundant in order to take duty in turn and prolong the network lifespan. For each cluster, only a part of NCHNs are activated for each round. For the sake of energy saving, the number of active nodes should be minimized while still satisfying the required coverage ratio. For the research proposed in this paper, the number of members in a cluster is determined by expanding the estimation of the relationship between the coverage ratio and the number of nodes into every cluster. By modifying the equation (1) to fit the condition of a cluster, the number of members in a cluster can be calculated individually as (3). log (1 ) log (1 ) cluster s
In the equation, C 0 means the required coverage ratio provided via the message issued from BS. R s and R C1 are the sensing radius of sensor node and the radius of intracluster communication range respectively. According to the number of members in a cluster calculated by every CHN individually, each CHN can deploy its NCHNs concurrently then reduce the time for constructing clusters.
Similar to many other cluster based topology control algorithms, it is assumed that there are several channels (bands) available, and different clusters use different channels to prevent collisions of data packets. Besides, there is a primary band assigned for transmitting all kinds of data packets in setup phase and inter-cluster data packets in working phase. Local synchronization within a cluster is assumed to apply the TDMA scheme. The packet transmission power between a CHN and an NCHN is denoted as P 1 , corresponding to the intra-cluster communication radius R C1 [21] , and the packet transmission power from a CHN to another CHN or to the BS is denoted as P 2 , corresponding to the inter-cluster communication radius R C2 . P 1 is less than P 2 in order to reduce energy consumption and to inhibit mutual interference of data packets among different clusters.
IV. KDPC ALGORITHM KDPC periodically resets the network in order to balance energy consumption of nodes and to achieve network robustness, each round of operation beginning with a setup phase to construct a new cluster topology for sensing in this round. The setup phase is primarily composed of two steps: Cluster assembling and Route setup. When clusters are assembled and route tables are established, then every active NCHN can send data packets to its cluster head using specified band and time slot in a TDMA manner. At the same time, every CHN sends data packets to its upstream CHN according to its route table as established in the stage of route setup. CHNs operate in a CSMA/CA protocol for inter-cluster communication.
A. Cluster Assembling
CHNs should be the nodes with relatively more residual energy. They should not be distributed too closely in order to prevent data collisions caused by redundant CHNs. The algorithm of the cluster assembly is shown in Algorithm (1): In this stage, all deployed nodes compete for being CHNs in CSMA/CA protocol. At first, a node has to wait a period of backoff time as defined in equation (2) . If no broadcast packets are received from other CHNs, it will declare itself as a CHN by broadcasting a CHN declaration packet with transmission power P 1 to its one-hop neighboring nodes.
Algorithm (1) If a node received CHN declaration packet from other CHNs during the backoff time, it becomes a NCHN candidate in the current round. However, the node will keep its timer going until its backoff time is expired. A NCHN candidate may receive several CHN declaration packets during the backoff time. It will store the messages into a Queue according to the strength of message signal received. When the backoff time is expired, the NCHN candidate will request to join a cluster by sending a JOIN message to the CHN with the strongest signal for registering as a NCHN of this cluster.
On the other hand, the selection of NCHNs of a cluster begins by the sending of CHN declaration packet. The CHN will calculate the amount of NCHNs needed to achieve the required coverage at first as defined in equation (3) . When the backoff time of other nodes has expired, they will send JOIN message to a CHN to request for joining the cluster. Since every node is assigned different backoff times basing on their remaining energy, the CHN can receive the JOIN messages in the order of the energy remaining in the nodes. The decision as to whether a node can be a CHN's member is then very simple and efficient: When a CHN does not collect enough NCHN for the required coverage, the CHN will reply an ACCEPT message immediately when it receives a new JOIN message. When the required number of NCHNs is achieved, the CHN will stop the collection process and broadcast COMPLETION message to notify other nodes that are still stuck in backoff time to abandon the CHN. Of course, a node receiving a COMPLETION message does not mean that the node cannot be a NCHN in the current round. It can still request to join other clusters when it backoff time expires. This method will guarantee that the members of a cluster are all recruited with the NCHNs with more energy that the range can provide. The number of nodes deployed in a deployment region is usually redundant in order to take duty in turn and prolong the network lifespan. For each cluster, only a part of NCHNs are activated for each round. For the sake of energy saving, the number of active nodes should be minimized while still satisfying the required coverage ratio.
B. Route Setup
The task of this step is to establish multi-hop route from every CHN to the BS so as to ensure network connectivity. In KDPC, multi-hop routes among CHNs are established based on the minimum hop count as shown in Fig. 1 , and the band of each cluster for intracluster communication in the working phase is determined so that the bands of any neighboring clusters are different from each other. Here, neighboring clusters are defined as the clusters that their CHNs can communicate directly with transmission power P 2. The process of route setup is described as follows: The BS broadcasts a HOP packet with transmission power P2. The neighboring CHNs receive the HOP packet, which consists of the serial number of the CHN, the minimum hop count to the BS, the total number of nodes in the cluster, and the band for intra-cluster communication in the working phase. Each CHN waits a period of time Tb after it receives the HOP packet [9] . CHN may receive several HOP packets during the time Tb. It will record the minimum value of hop count as its own hop stages to BS. When the time Tb is expired, the CHN rebroadcasts the HOP packet by adding one to hop count value to downstream CHNs for following hop connections.
The band chosen by a CHN is ensured to be different from the bands of its neighboring clusters, because neighboring CHNs broadcast their HOP packets in a CSMA/CA protocol and later a CHN is forbidden to choose the same bands as those chosen by the former CHNs. A CHN would drop the HOP packet pending in the sending queue and reselect its band if it receives another HOP packet at the backoff time of CSMA/CA, to deal with the situation that the selected band happens to be the same as that in the received HOP packet. According to hop count, each CHN will choose the neighboring CHNs with the less minimum hop count as the candidates of the upstream CHN. The candidate from which the HOP packet arrives first is chosen as the upstream. Finally, every CHN will be able to determine its minimum hop count to the BS, its upstream CHN and its unique cluster band among its neighboring CHNs.
In the working phase, every active NCHN sends data packets to its cluster head using specified band and time slot in a TDMA manner, and sleeps in other time slots. Every CHN sends data packets to its upstream CHN according to its route table established in the stage of route setup. CHNs operate in a CSMA/CA protocol for inter-cluster communication.
V. SIMULATIONS
To verify the practicality of our proposed KDPC algorithm, we conduct many extensive simulations with different numbers of nodes randomly scattered over various different sensing areas. The simulation results reported in the study are all deduced by simulating each scenario 5 times to get the average values as the results. All simulations are designed by JAVA language with Eclipse development environment.
Many wireless sensor network topology control algorithms proposed do not complete a comprehensive simulation for their methods. By examining related studies about topology control algorithms with the feature of partial coverage, we found the method named ARC [20] is an algorithm that is similar to our method with comprehensive simulation results. Thus we choose ARC as a basis for performance comparison for KDPC. We evaluate the coverage ratio achieved in each round for the two algorithms.
The major differences between KDPC and ARC algorithms include: The rule used for determining a node to active as a NCHN or just sleep in this round is different. The amounts of NCHN for each CHN will be different from ARC since the equations for calculating the amounts of NCHN are different. Furthermore, the equations that determine backoff time of each node are different, too.
A. Coverage Ratio Comparison with ARC
The related simulation parameters are listed below: There are N nodes uniformly and independently distributed in a deployment range. The BS node is located at the corner with coordinates (0,0). The sensing range is set as a circle with a radius of R s . The communication ranges for intra-cluster and inter-cluster are circles with radius of R c1 and R c2 , respectively. It is noted that the value of R c2 is three times bigger than R c1 in the simulation.
For the calculation of backoff time in simulation, the parameters of ARC are set as: the weighted ratio of T1:T2 is 7:3 that is the same as the original design of ARC. For KDPC, the three weighted values, T1, T2, and T3 are 1:6:3 that are observed by the study to offer best energy balance in most of the simulations.
Energy consumption of a sensor node can be divided into two parts: energy consumed by the sensing module, and energy consumed by the transceiver. The former depends on the type of sensing module, while the latter consists of the energy costs for necessary data transmission, overhearing, and retransmissions due to collisions, respectively. Traffic load in our simulations is set very light such that there is almost no collision. As a result, the energy consumed by the transceiver is mainly for data transmission and overhearing. We adopt the energy model in [21] and assume that the energy cost of overhearing a packet equals to that of receiving a packet.
The simulation parameters are set the same as the ARC made in [9] . For a coverage emulated as (1) , and the nodes that cannot connect to the BS are omitted for coverage. By setting the parameters as listed below: Deployment range: 100*100 m Fig. 2 . is the average coverage ratio achieved in the first 2000 rounds. We can observe from the figure that the coverage ratio of ARC begins to drop down around 1500 rounds. For the last round, the coverage ratio is dropped below 0.7. On the contrary, KDPC can prolong the required sensing quality until the last 100 rounds. The dropped ratio achieved is about 0.75 in the last round that is still higher than ARC. The average number of living nodes for the testing rounds are shown in Fig. 3 . The curves show that the number begins to drop down from around 1000 rounds. Because of the higher coverage ratio achieved by KDPC, the energy that has been consumed is inevitably more than ARC. The truth leads the remaining living nodes of KDPC to be less than ARC. It is interesting that by comparing the coverage ratio shown in Fig. 2 and the number of living nodes in Fig. 3 , we can find that KDPC can always achieve a higher QoS by means of fewer living nodes than ARC.
B. Performance Improved by Uneven Deployment
By examining the status of each round in simulations, we found that the degradation of coverage ratio always induced by the exhausting of energy of innermost nodes, where the nodes in the innermost layer refers to the nodes that are located in the circle of the BS' communication scope. It is reasonable since the nodes in the innermost layer will spend more energy to transmit the packets that came from the outer ranges because of multi-hop transmission. The truth leads the research to simulate the conditions that the wireless sensor network deploys more nodes in the innermost layer to find a better strategy for physical node deployment. We first define a QoS threshold for the simulations. QoS threshold means the lower bond of the coverage ratio that a normal wireless sensor network can offer. If the coverage ratio achieved is lower than the threshold, the wireless sensor network is treated as dead. In the simulations, we define 90% of the expected coverage ratio as the threshold. It means that the wireless sensor network will be claimed to be dead when the coverage ratio achieved is lower than 81% since the expected ratio is 90%. The simulations are made by different deployment ranges with same node density to observe the characters of density effects for the innermost layer under different multi-hop overhead. The range size and numbers of nodes to be simulated are 200*200 with 4000 nodes, 300*300 with 9000 nodes, and 400*400 with 16000 nodes. In the simulations, we first determine the number of nodes that should be located in the inner-most layer according to the ratio of expected density, deploy the nodes randomly in the range. The rest of the nodes are then distributed onto the outer range normally for simulation. Fig. 4 to Fig. 6 show the simulation results for various ranges. The y-axis of the figures is the rounds that KDPC can offer to meet the QoS lower bound, and the x-axis is the density of the innermost range in simulations. It is noted that the word, Random, appeared in x-axis is the simulation with normal distribution. The values for the Random conditions are 7.1%, 3.1%, and 1.8% for the three deployment ranges. From the results shown in the figures, we can find that when the distribution density of nodes in the innermost layer has been increased to twice than the normal distribution, the number of rounds that has been achieved for the QoS requirement can be increased for 17% to 32%. The energy consumption used for the required QoS can also be raised. In 200*200 deployment range, increasing the density of the innermost layer to double can use 67% energy for the service that is higher than 53% which has been used for normal distribution. For the cases of 300*300 and 400*400 deployment ranges, the energy consumption can also been raised from 42% to 58%, and 43% to 49%.
It is worthy to point out that by observing the status of the last rounds in these simulations, we find that the cause of the coverage degradation is changed from the lack of nodes in the innermost layer to the lack of nodes in the second layer of the wireless sensor network. It is reasonable because the transmission overhead is increased from outside to inside nodes, when the number of nodes in the inner layer is enough for transmission, the exhausting condition will happen in the outside layer in a multi-hop transmission. The feature shows us another interesting topic for further research: How to distribute sensor nodes for a cluster-based multi-hop wireless sensor network to prolong the lifespan. The distribution function should not be a normal distribution but a function determined by various parameters such as range size, number of nodes, transmission cost, etc.
VI. CONCLUSION
This research proposes a topology control algorithm for large-scale wireless sensor networks with randomly deployed nodes. The study is done under the considerations for the real world. For example, a wireless sensor network may reduce its QoS to save the nodes' energy for longer usage. As a matter of fact, it is difficult and time consuming to recharge sensor nodes or relocate new sensor nodes. A realistic wireless sensor network should keep a required sensing quality by graceful degradation to leave enough time for the user to rebuild the wireless sensor network. The assumption that all nodes can transmit data to BS directly is not realistic, either. Since the cost, size and power limitation, a sensor node is always been built without GPS support. A cluster based multi-hop wireless sensor network can resolve the connectivity problem by the techniques of wireless communication. Based on the considerations, the algorithm proposed is designed with several novel features: First, KDPC forms a multi-hop cluster network with a required connectivity by using a novel cluster head competition scheme. Second, less redundant nodes are activated than the existing algorithms since the number of sensor nodes used to achieve the required coverage ratio will be determined and limited by the algorithm. Third, the algorithm can organize sensor nodes into clusters actively to achieve required coverage ratio as long as possible. Finally, KDPC is suitable for practical applications of large-scale or high-density wireless sensor networks due to its distributed processing and scalable cluster topology.
There are many issues worthy of investigation. For example, an interesting condition is found from the simulation that KDPC wireless sensor networks are always dead when all of the nodes nearby the BS node are dead. It is reasonable because these nodes must transfer the messages that come from the outer range when they act as a CHN. The condition prompts us that if there are more sensor nodes located in the innermost range, the lifespan of the scheme will be extended efficiently. As another example, the messages passed through CHNs to BS are transmitted by a data-centric routing paradigm, an energy-efficient routing protocol that is worth proposing for multi-source transmission scenarios. An efficient routing protocol can significantly reduce network traffic, and thus promote energy efficiency. 
